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Abstract
- the temperature filed on the thruster helps to

predict the radiated flux on spacecraft.
In order to evaluate the potential of SPT, a
systematic investigation was started two years - the transient computations provide a
ago. One of the most important points was the comparison of the thruster thermal constant
analysis of the thermal behaviour of the with the daily North South correction
thruster. duration (- 1 hour).
The temperature field was computed and cross
checked by experiments with thermal I.R. Therefore, the detailed thermal analysis was a
cameras. mandatory step in the thruster knowledge.
The results of these investigations show that The SPT 70 thruster modeling was performed
the thermal stresses in the thruster are low and by MAI and the temperature distribution
that the thermal pattern on spacecraft is similar measured by PROEL using an infrared
to the one of a conventional thruster, camera. The SPT 70 is shown in figure 1.

1 - Introduction 2 - Thruster modeling :

When the SPT technology was identified by Presentation of the problem:
SEP, two years ago, as a very serious
candidate for geostationary spacecraft North
Station keeping, a number of questions were The thruster modeling is possible only if the
still to be answered : power distribution inside the channel is known.

To this end, it is necessary to perform a set of
- what was the margin of development of dedicated tests. The thruster shall be equipped

these thrusters, with a set of probes mounted in the channel
- what was the thermal effect on spacecraft, walls to measure the energy distribution and

energy of particles incoming on the wall. From
- what were the differences between western this, the power distribution is computed.

and Russian spacecraft interfaces.
The second step is to create a node pattern to

Many of these questions could be answered model the thruster.
through a detailed thermal analysis. Such an
analysis provides a detailed thermal map of the The third step is to perform the computation. In
thruster components versus time. this case, instead of using a digital computer

and a finite elements software, an analog
This map can be used in several ways: computer is used.

- the thermal stresses in the most sollicited It is well known that heat flux and electrical flow
thruster components can be computed and are analog, this is valid both in steady state
compared to the yield stress of the material, and in transient mode.
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Presentation of the analog model:

The analogy ratios being :
The analog model includes no less than 251
nodes of which 108 nodes for the ceramic h2  At K( 4

0 , To)
insulating channel. MR = --- M*t = ------

R R*o
It is worth recalling the basic equations of
analogue simulation :

The heat conductivity equation can be 3 - Analog simulation results
expressed as:

X (s) VT = q (s,T) (1) The input to analog simulation, i.e. the power
dissipation profile on the channels walls is

with : shown on figure 3.
s = coordinate (x, y, z)
T = temperature The figure 4 shows the temperature map of
X = thermal conductivity insulating channel and of pole pieces. The
q = thermal flow inner components temperature (coils, screens,

etc...) are not shown for clarity.
The Kirchoff law for the analog model can be
written : It can be seen that the maximum temperature

(727'C) is computed on the edge of the inner
a (s) V U = I (s, U) (2) channel exit plane and on anode. The

cylindrical body temperature is - 430*C and the
with : outer pole piece is slightly cooler.
U = voltage
I = intensity At mid length of the insulating channel the
o = electric conductivity thermal gradients are fairly low: less than
I = size of element 15*/cm axially and 20'/cm radially.

The analogy ratios are : The figure 5 displays the isotherms inside the
insulating channel.

Mu =,M, o=, Mi= , M I =L
U o I I From the hottest to the coldest point the

temperature difference is 210*C.
To get a correct analogy, one shall have :

MU - Mo Transient computation :
------- = 1 (3)
Mi -MI

The transient computations had been
The transient computations need the performed at 120s, 240s, 420s, 600s after start
introduction of a supplementary network of (the thruster was initially supposed to be
resistors (fig 1). isotherm at 300 K).

According to Fourier law The figure 6 shows the evolution of selected
temperatures versus time. (anode, isolation

174  Toti-Toti-At edges, breech, cylindrical wall).
-- i =1 (Ti - 4To)ti = K ( 4o , To) --------
h2  At The computed values are linked by solid lines,

(4) the dotted lines are only intented to link visually
the transient curves and the steady state case.

with :
h = step of computation It can be seen that the anode and insulation
K = material coefficient (X, Cp, P) internal edge are the parts affected by the
At = time interval highest heating rate. this rate is however a
ti = current time moderate 75 'C/mn.
To = temperature of node 0

The heating constant time is approximatively
The electrical equivalent is: 8 mn. It is obviously much longer for the

thruster structure (more than 15 mn).
114  Uoti-Uoti_At
-- =1 (Ui - 4Uo)ti = ---------- (5)
R R*o
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Beam divergence =16 W
Two important data can be deduced from the (5 % of thrust power)
thermal map: Cathode to beam = 40 W

coupling
- the thermal stress in the insulator lonisation losses = 30 W
- the radiated power toward space and

toward spacecraft. Total 86

This is fairly close to 96 W difference between
Thermal stress : thermal losses and the sum of overall losses.

The interesting thing from the spacecraft pointBy comparison with experiments on ceramic of ve iest thin g fr om the spaccrpo
tubes submitted to an axial gradient, it can be of view is that the pow er that could be
determined that the practical gradient limit is: dintercepted fr the spacecraft body is the

radiated power from the cylindrical body, i.e.
less than 49 W.

100'C/cm for rough Alumina

300'C/cm for polished Alumina In addition, a part of this power is radiated
S(directly or by reflection on the spacecraft

300"C/cm for Boron Nitride thermal control material) toward space.
300*C/cm for Aluminum Nitride , .300°C/cm for Aluminum Nitride Therefore the thermal imprint of the thruster is

much less than could be feared from theWith respect to the gradient computed in the be feared from the
channel middle, the safety factor is 15 (for electrical efficiency figure.
materials like BN or AIN).

Radiated power distribution: 5 - Thermal tests

From the temperature map, it is possible to It was felt necessary to confirm the thermal
compute the radiated power for the variouscomparts of the thrusadiated power for the various computation results by tests. The tests wereparts of the thruster. performed by PROEL.

The channel itself and the ceramic edges are The tests were performed on an AS 41 plasma
assumed to radiate as blackbody. source intended to be used as a plasma

contactor for space experiments. The AS41 isThe power is distributed in the following way geometrically similar to the SPT 70 but absorbs
a slightly lower power.

Front polar piece = 11 W
Ceramic outer ring = 16 W
Channel cavity = 120.5 W Test facility description :
Ceramic inner ring = 27.5 W
Thruster cylindrical wall = 49 W
-------------- The test facility includes a vacuum chamber
Total 224 W 1 m in diameter, 4 m long evacuated by 3 large

turbomolecular pumps (pumping speed 6000
I s - 1). The temperature field is measured by a

This can be compared to the nominal power Hughes infrared camera. The vacuum
PN = 640 W and the thruster efficiency 50 %. chamber is equipped with a Zinc Selenide
This means that all losses account for 320 W. window (figure 7).

A very important feature of the test
Apart from the thermal losses, on the following configuration is that AS 41 was fired either with
causes shall be taken into account: one of its two redundant hollow cathodes,

using LaB6 emissive insert, or with a PROEL
- beam divergence cathode using tungsten impregnated insert.
- cathode to beam coupling loss The PROEL cathode can be seen on figures 8

and 9. The source operation was satisfactory in- ionisation potential (single and double both cases.
charge ions).

For a 2.2 A discharge current, these losses can
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Test results : perform a point to point comparison applying a

correction for the vacuum chamber wall
temperature and for the power ratio (640 W

The plasma source was operated at the / 542 W). The table 1 helps to compare the raw
following settings: data and the corrected data (i.e. correcting

emissity factor to get back the computed
value).

Discharge Voltage = 310 V
Table 1

Discharge Intensity = 1.76 A

Power = 542 W Corrected
Part Simulation Experiment experimental

A first infrared map was performed during heat values
up (figure 8), 40 mn after start. T(K) E T(K) T(K) E

The temperatures of interesting parts are listed Cylindral wall 700 0.3 550 700 0.55
as follows:

Front pole 650 0.3 540 650 0.6

Cylindrical wall = 270'C piece
Outer ceramic 820 0.8 810 820 0.87

Coil shield = 190C wall
Front pole piece = 300'C Inner ceramic 960 0.8 810

wall

Emissivity correction factor was set at 0.5
The steady state radiation pattern (after 1-5 It can be seen that there is a good agreement
hour of operation) is shown on figure 9. between simulation and experiment for outer

ceramic wall and metallic parts. However, the
Recorded temperatures are : correction factor for metallic parts is a bit high

for metals (normally, one could expect 0.3).

Cylindrical wall = 270 to 330'C The inner ceramic wall is colder than in the
Coil shield = s 150'C simulation, this may be explained by a stronger

black body effect in the channel cavity than
Front pole piece = 240 to 360'C accounted for in the calculation.
Insulating channel = 540*C
(average)

The emissivity correction factor of the camera 6 -Conclusion:
was set at 1. Therefore, the temperatures of
metallic parts were systematicallyunderestimated. A very detailed thermal map of the SPT 70 has

been computed by analog simulation both in
The figures 8 and 9 show that temperatures steady state and transient mode.
are homogeneous and that there is no hot spot The analysis of the computation show that the
on the plasma source. thermal gradient in the ceramic and the heat up

rate of ceramic and anode are moderate.
The PROEL cathode body, when fired alone, The heat radiated from the cylindrical wall is
reaches 260*C (keeper). When mounted on the relatively low (49 W). Therefore, the thermal
thruster, the body is heated by radiation from interfaces with spacecraft are not very severe.
the thruster front pole piece, the temperature The overall radiated power figure is in good
ranges from 240 to 300'C. agreement with the losses mechanism in the

SPT 70.
In any case, such a cathode will add only a The experimental correlation with an AS 41
very small contribution to overall thruster plasma source included an important
radiative losses, milestone. For the first time, a western type

hollow cathods (Barium - Calcium family
insert) has been tested with the plasma source.
This shows that SPT operation is insensitive to

6 - Comparison of simulation the cathode insert type.
and experiment There is a fairly good agreement between the

experiment and the simulation. The experiment
shows that channel inner and outer wall are

Since in both cases, a relatively detailed more radiatively coupled that accounted for in
thermal map is available, it is possible to the simulation.
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Figure 1: SPT thruster
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Figure 2: Analog network Figure 3: Power dissipation on channel walls
a -external wall
b -internal wall
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Figure 4 : Temperature Map of SPT 70 at equilibrium
Temperatures are in K
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Figure 5 : Isotherms in insulating channel
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Figure 6 : Transient computation
Temperatures versus time
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Figure 7:
Test Facility
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Figure 8 : Thermal Map of AS 41
Body (end of the transient)

Figure 9: Thermal Map of AS 41
(Steady state)
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